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Abstract: In this study vertically aligned copper oxide (CuO) nanometre scale wires were synthesized via two
thermal oxidation techniques. The first involved the direct heating of an oxygen free copper substrate on a
commercial hotplate at 300 ºC, while second technique involved heat treating a similar copper substrate in a tube
furnace over the temperature range from 400 ºC to 600 ºC. Both heat treatments were carried out in atmospheric air
without the use of any catalysts. The as-grown CuO wires formed using this facile thermal oxidation were found to
have high aspect ratios, mechanically stable and firmly attached to the underlining oxide layer. The size, shape,
morphology and composition of the wires were investigated using advanced characterisation techniques such as
transmission electron microscopy, field emission scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
Keywords: nanometre scale wires, thermal oxidation, advanced characterisation
1. Introduction
In recent years there has been a growing interest in
the development of one dimensional, (1-D)
nanometre scale materials for potential industrial
applications such as catalysts, microelectronics,
optical devices, energy conversion and sensors [1, 2].
Current research into nanometre scale materials has
generally focused on noble metals. On the other hand,
an interesting alternative source material is copper,
which is abundant, has good thermal and electrical
conductivity and costs far less than materials such as
gold, platinum and silver. Based on these
advantageous facts, there is a current interest in the
developing one‐dimensional copper nanometre
scale structures such as rods, tubes and wires. In
parallel, there has also been a significant interest in
synthesizing nanometre scale semiconductor
materials. In particular, nanometre scale wires offer
some unique and interesting properties, which make
them attractive for potential applications in sensors,
energy conversion and storage applications [3].
There are two oxide forms of copper, the first is
cuprous oxide [copper (I) oxide, Cu2O] and is red in
colour. The second form is cupric oxide [copper (II)
oxide, CuO] and is black in colour. Cu2O with time
degrades to CuO in the presence of moist
atmospheric air. Both copper oxides are
semiconductors with band gaps of 2.137 eV and 1.2
eV for Cu2O and CuO respectively. The band gap of
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both copper oxides makes them ideal candidates for
potential applications such as solar cells, sensors and
optoelectronic devices [4]. Generally, the properties
of materials at the nanometre scale are different from
the properties of their respective bulk material. The
nanometre scale properties are strongly influenced by
their size, shape and morphology, which mean that
surface interactions and processes largely prevail. It
is expected that the synthesis of copper oxide
nanometre scale structures of various shapes and
dimensional sizes will create some attractive material
properties. Copper oxide structures in the form of
nanowires (NW) have unique properties stemming
from their large surface areas and large aspect ratios
which make them ideal for higher light absorption in
solar cells [5] and higher species adsorption in
chemical sensors [6,7].
Several techniques for preparing copper oxide NWs
have been reported in the literature such as wet
chemical methods [8-10], hydrothermal [11-13] and
template assisted electrochemical synthesis [14-16].
All these synthesis routes generally involve complex
reaction processes, expensive equipment and
instrumentations and often require the use of many
toxic materials. An attractive alternative technique
that does not use complex chemical reaction
processes is thermal oxidation. In contrast, the
thermal oxidation technique uses heat to accelerate
the oxidation process over the surface of bulk copper
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materials such as gaskets, thin foils and plates [17].
Prior to thermal treatment the copper substrate is
cleaned to remove surface contaminants and native
oxides. The thermal treatment used to promote oxide
growth is carried out at a much lower temperature
than the melting point of bulk copper (1085 ºC) and
its two oxides Cu2O (1243 ºC) and CuO (1326 ºC).
Generally, the thermal treatment consists of heating
the substrate to temperatures ranging from 400 to 700
ºC in oxygen rich atmospheres, which tends to
actively promote copper oxide NW growth over the
whole substrate surface [18]. By controlling the
treatment temperature and the atmospheric
environment conditions such as gases, moisture
content, pressure and flow rates it is possible to
influence the oxidation process and formation
mechanisms. In addition, by varying the oxidation
period from a few minutes to a day or more it is
possible to control the length of the NWs formed [4,
17].
In this study we report the preliminary results an
environmentally friendly process involving the
thermal oxidation of copper substrates in atmospheric
air to produce strongly vertically aligned CuO NWs
without the use of catalysts and complex reaction
processes. During the first stage of the study, direct
heating of a copper substrate was carried out on a
commercial hotplate at 300 ºC. In the second stage
thermal treatment of the copper substrate was carried
out in a tube furnace over the temperature range from
400 ºC to 600 ºC. Both thermal oxidation methods
were carried out in atmospheric air without the use of
catalysts. The size, shape, morphology and
composition of the CuO NWs formed by both
thermal treatment methods wires were investigated
using advanced characterisation techniques such as
transmission electron microscopy, field emission
scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction.

and then stored in airtight containers ready for use.
Three sets of substrates were prepared: 1) controls; 2)
hotplate set and 3) tube furnace set. In each case,
every thermal treatment temperature was investigated
in triplicate.
2.3. Thermal treatments
Two thermal treatment methods were investigated,
the first used a commercial available hotplate model
CH2092-001 supplied by Industrial Equipment and
Control Pty Ltd (Australia). The second thermal
treatment was carried out in an in-house electrical
furnace equipped with a horizontal quartz tube that
was 3.8 cm in diameter and 90 cm in length [19].
Once the furnace temperature was stabilized at the
respective treatment temperature (from 400 ºC to 600
ºC), the substrates were introduced into the quartz
tube and remained there for the specified oxidation
period.
2.4. Advanced characterisation techniques
2.4.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy
X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy technique was
used to examine and to identify the crystalline size
and phases present in the pure copper control and the
subsequent oxides formed on the copper substrates.
Spectroscopy data was recorded at room temperature,
using a GBC® eMMA X-ray Powder Diffractometer
[Cu Kα = 1.5406 Å radiation source] operating at 35
kV and 28 mA. The diffraction patterns were
collected over a 2θ range of 20° to 60° with an
incremental step size of 0.02° using flat plane
geometry with 2 second acquisition time for each
scan. The crystalline size of the particles in the
powders was calculated using the Debye-Scherrer
equation [Equation 1] from the respective
spectroscopy patterns.

2.1. Materials
All chemicals used in this work were supplied by
Chem-Supply (Australia) and all aqueous solutions
were made using Milli-Q® water (18.3 M cm-1)
produced by an ultrapure water system (Barnstead
Ultrapure Water System D11931; Thermo Scientific,
Dubuque, IA). Substrates used in this study were
made from oxygen free high conductivity ultra high
vacuum copper gaskets supplied by VG Scienta®.

2.4.2. Scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
The SEM technique was used to study the size, shape
and morphological features of both the synthesized
oxide layer and copper NWs formed during the
respective thermal treatments. All micrographs were
taken using a JCM-6000, NeoScopeTM with an
attached energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
system. Samples were mounted on individual
substrate holders using carbon adhesive tape before
being sputter coated with a 2 nm layer of gold to
prevent charge build up using a Cressington 208HR
High Resolution Sputter coater.

2.2. Substrate pre-treatment
Prior to thermal treatment the copper gaskets
(substrates) were removed from the manufacturers
sealed package and then cleaned using an aqueous
solution containing 20% HNO3 to remove any surface
contaminants and any native oxides. The substrates
were washed thoroughly using Milli-Q® water, dried

2.4.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
The size and morphology of the CuO NWs was
further investigated using TEM. Sample preparation
consisted removing the oxide layer from the copper
substrate. The flakes were placed into small tubes
containing Milli-Q® water. The tubes were then
sealed and placed into an ultrasonic bath for 30

2. Materials and Methods
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minutes. The suspensions were then filtered 2 times,
each time using a new Whatman 0.22µm syringe
filter. After filtration a single drop from each sample
was deposited onto its respective carbon-coated
copper TEM grid using a micropipette and then
allowed to slowly dry over a 24-hour period. After
sample preparation a bright field TEM study was
carried out using a Phillips CM-100 electron
microscope (Phillips Corporation Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) operating at 80kV.
2.4.4. UV-visible spectrum analysis.
Samples of the copper oxides produced during the
respective thermal treatments were examined using
the UV-visible spectrum technique. Samples for UVvisible analysis were taken from the suspensions
previously prepared for TEM as described above. The
UV-visible spectra of each of the samples was then
measured using a Varian Cary 50 series UV-Visible
spectrophotometer version 3, over a spectral range

from 200 to 1100 nm, with a 1 nm resolution over the
first hr at room temperature of 24 °C.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Pre-treatment of substrates
To ensure that the copper substrate surfaces were free
from contaminants and native oxides, all the
substrates were cleaned using an aqueous solution
containing 20% HNO3. After cleaning the substrates
were thoroughly washed and rinsed using Milli-Q®
water. The dried substrates were then used in
subsequent thermal treatments. Figure 1 presents a
representative EDX analysis used to examine the
substrate prior to the thermal treatment. The spectrum
clearly shows that there are no surface contaminants
or oxides present. The inserted SEM image shown in
Figure 1 is a representative micrograph of facetted
surface features present on the copper substrate.

Figure 1 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy, (EDS) analysis of a representative cleaned copper substrate prior to
thermal treatment. Insert presents a typical SEM micrograph of a cleaned surface.
3.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy
Analysis of the respective XRD patterns was used to
identify the copper oxide species present on the
surface of the thermally treated substrates. Analysis
of the XRD data was also used to estimate the size of
crystalline features present in the surface oxide layers
that had been formed during the oxidation process.
Typical XRD patterns of substrates thermally treated
using the hotplate and tube furnace are presented in
Figure 2. Inspection of the hotplate substrates [Figure
2 (a)] and tube furnace substrates [Figure (2b)] reveal
peaks associated with two forms of copper oxide
listed in the ICDD database. The crystalline size, t
(hkl), of the oxides formed on each substrate were
calculated from the respective XRD patterns using
the Debye-Scherrer equation [20]
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t ( hkl ) 

0.9
B cosθ ( hkl )

(1)

where, λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic Xray beam, B is the Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) of the peak at the maximum intensity, θ(hkl)
is the peak diffraction angle that satisfies Bragg’s law
for the (h k l) plane and t(hkl) is the crystallite size.
Analysis of XRD patterns for both thermal oxidation
treatments was carried out and the presence of both
copper oxides CuO and Cu2O were identified. The
crystallite sizes calculated for the substrates thermally
treated using a commercially available hotplate set at
300 ºC ranged from 30.21 nm for 28 h up to 34.26
nm for 44 h. The average was calculated to be 31.72
nm and revealed the variation in crystallite size over
the 44 h period was small. A similar calculation was
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carried out for the substrates thermally treated in the
tube furnace for 2 h at thermal treatment temperatures
ranging from 400 to 600 ºC. At 400 ºC the crystallite
size was calculated to be 28.43 nm, while at the
highest temperature investigated (600 ºC) the
crystallite size was calculated to be 37.19 nm. During

the XRD analysis no characteristic peaks of normally
associated were impurities was detected. This
indicated that both copper oxides were obtained
under the currently prescribed experimental
conditions.
Figure 2 XRD patterns for copper oxides synthesized
by thermal oxidation in atmospheric air: (a) hotplate
at 300 ºC for periods from 28 to 44 h, and (b) tube
furnace for 2 h for temperatures ranging from 400 to
600 ºC.
3.3. Analysis of SEM and EDS spectroscopy studies.
Both thermal oxidation methods used in this study
were straightforward routes to grow CuO NWs.
During the thermal treatment process, the copper
substrate was heated to a specified treatment
temperature and as a result both CuO and Cu2O oxide
phases were found on the surface of the substrate as
seen in the EDS analysis of the substrates in Figures
3 and 4, and confirm the results of the XRD analysis
discussed above. The SEM study identified the
growth of CuO NWs from an underlining layer of
Cu2O. Figure 3 presents representative SEM
micrographs and their respective EDS analysis for
copper substrates thermally treated using the hotplate
set to 300 ºC for a range of treatment times.

Figure 3 CuO NWs formed during thermal oxidation using a hotplate at 300 ºC in atmospheric air: (a) SEM surface
micrograph taken after 28 h; (b) EDS analysis after 28 h; (c) SEM surface micrograph taken after 32 h, and (d) EDS
analysis after 32 h.
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The similar SEM study carried out on copper
substrates thermally treated in the tube furnace for 2
h over the temperature range from 400 to 600 ºC also
identified the presence of CuO NWs growing from an
underlining layer of Cu2O. SEM micrographs of
substrates treated using the hotplate method revealed
that both NW length and density was influenced by
the thermal treatment time. The highest treatment
period of 44 h produced significantly less NWs,
while the 28 h period was only able to form low

densities of NWs over the substrate surface as seen in
Figure 3 (a). The most efficient treatment period was
found to be 32 h, which tended to form dense arrays
of wires that were found to be perpendicular to the
surface. Figure 6 shows a typical TEM micrograph of
typical CuO NWs formed during the hotplate
treatment. The wires have large aspect ratios with
lengths ranging from 1 to 5 µm. The micrograph also
reveals that the diameters of the NWs are consistent
along
their
full
length.

Figure 4 CuO NWs formed during thermal oxidation inside a tube furnace for 2 h at temperatures ranging from 400
to 600 ºC with their respective EDS analysis: 400 ºC (a) FESEM micrograph and (b) EDS analysis; 500 ºC (c)
FESEM micrograph and (d) EDS analysis, and 550 ºC (e) FESEM micrograph and (f) EDS analysis;
Thermal oxidation in the tube furnace was carried out
for 2 h at temperatures ranging from 400 to 600 ºC.
At 400 ºC, NW densities were low and scattered
across the substrate, with wires having no apparent
alignment and lengths of around 3 µm as seen in
Figure 4 (a). The higher temperature of 450 ºC
produced an increase in regional wire densities and
the beginnings of wire alignment. NW lengths at 450
ºC had increased in length to a mean value of 5 µm,
with the occasional longer wire. At 500 ºC, NW
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density is high and widespread, with wires ranging in
length from 5 to 8 µm in length. Maximum NW
growth occurs around just after 500 ºC, because at
550 ºC a reduction in both wire density and length
can be seen and at 600 ºC wire density, distribution,
length and shape were varied across the surface of the
substrate. Figure 5 (a) presents a micrograph image
of a typical oxide flake showing the lower density of
aligned CuO NWs covering the surface of the flake.
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Figure 5 Enlarged SEM micrograph of oxide flake showing the perpendicular alignment of the CuO NWs to the
underlining Cu2O layer. Sample was thermally oxidised in tube furnace for 2 h at 600 ºC.
The EDS spectroscopy studies have confirmed that
during thermal oxidation of pure copper substrates
two types of copper oxides namely, CuO and Cu2O
are formed. The EDS analysis confirms the results of
the XRD analysis and clearly demonstrates the
presence of two types of oxides. In conjunction with
the SEM and TEM results, it is apparent that each
oxide is involved in the formation mechanism that
produces the copper oxide NWs. This type of growth
mechanism is typical for all copper oxide NWs
formed by thermal oxidation and has been identified
and confirmed by other researchers [21-23]. In the
course of the thermal treatment process the substrate
and its surface, transfers energy to oxygen molecules
in the nearby atmospheric air and in the process
causes the formation of individual oxygen atoms.
These oxygen atoms combine with surface copper
atoms to form a Cu2O layer. Thus, the diffusion of
copper and oxygen atoms through the forming Cu2O
layer is the first oxide to be formed on the copper
substrate. Previous studies in the literature suggest
that this initial Cu2O layer is imperative for the
growth of subsequent CuO NWs. This mechanism is
also supported in this study since there is a clearly
visible delineation between the two oxide structures
on the substrates as seen in Figure 5 (b). This is an
important factor, since no Cu2O NWs have been
synthesized using thermal oxidations techniques [4].
Furthermore, the EDS analysis confirms the presence
of CuO NWs within the 300 to 600 ºC temperature
range at lower and higher temperatures NWs were
not seen on the substrates only Cu2O. At 550 ºC NWs
wire densities on all substrates are rapidly declining.
However, further studies are needed to investigate the
complete formation mechanism behind this decline in
NW formation so that the process can be accurately
modelled.

Figure 6 Representative TEM micrographs of CuO
NWs produced during thermal oxidation using a
hotplate at 300 ºC in atmospheric air after 42.5 h.

3.3. Analysis of TEM and UV-visible spectroscopy
studies.
A typical TEM micrograph of a cluster of synthesized
CuO NWs formed during thermal oxidation on the
hotplate at 300 ºC is presented in Figure 6. The high
aspect ratios can be easily seen, also seen is the fairly
consistent NW diameter along the length of the wire.
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required to quantify the formation mechanism of the
CuO NWs from the oxide layer and the dependence
of both temperature and atmospheric gases in
forming the NWs. In addition, the dependence of
temperature and atmospheric gases on NW diameter
and length growth mechanics needs to be fully
investigated. Currently, there are several possible
growth mechanisms explained in the literature and
further studies are needed to identify the growth
mechanisms involved in both CuO NW growth and
the competing growth of the underlining Cu2O layer.

Figure 7 Representative TEM micrographs of CuO
NWs produced during thermal oxidation using a tube
furnace for 2 h at temperatures of (a) 400 ºC, (b) 450
ºC, (c) 500 ºC and (d) 550 ºC.
A similar geometry and morphology can be seen for
the NWs synthesized in the tube furnace at various
temperatures. Also present along with the NWs are
the occasional micrometre scale plate as seen in
Figure 7 (a), which was synthesized at 400 ºC over a
2 h period. Figure 7 (b) presents a micrograph taken
of a small island of CuO NWs. An interesting feature
seen is that the NWs tend to gradually taper towards
their upper extremities. Typically a NW with a
diameter of 120 nm gradually reduces to a diameter
around 75 nm at the tip, while other NWs appear to
maintain their diameter over the entire length. At 500,
550 and 600 ºC the NWs have a solid appearance and
have clearly defined boundaries. For example, Figure
7 (c) and 7 (d), which correspond to 500 and 550 ºC
respectively are clearly rod-like in structure. Also
between 550 and 600 ºC there was also a shape
change in many of the NWs, with the shape more
blade-like than circular. This change was not seen in
lower furnace temperatures or using the hotplate
method. This clearly suggests that blade formation
only occurs in the furnace environment at higher
temperatures
The preliminary UV-visible spectroscopy studies
revealed no significant response, however the authors
feel further studies are needed to more thoroughly
investigate the UV-visible response of CuO NWs
synthesized using the aforementioned thermal
oxidation techniques. Both thermal oxidation
treatments were able to produce CuO NWs from an
underlining Cu2O layer and confirms the observations
reported in the literature. However, further studies are
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4. Conclusion
In summary, we investigated two different thermal
oxidation methods to synthesize CuO NWs on a
copper substrate. The first involved the direct heating
via a hotplate set to 300 ºC, while second technique
method involved a tube furnace operated over a
temperature ranging from 400 ºC to 600 ºC. Both heat
treatments were carried out in atmospheric air
without the use of catalysts. Thermal oxidation in the
tube furnace revealed that the high temperature range
between 500 to 550 ºC produced the larger densities
of NWs. Above 550 ºC the density of NWs steadily
decreased. The CuO NWs produced during this study
were of fixed diameter (typical around 200 nm) while
the length varied between 3 to 15 µm depending on
treatment temperature.
Blade-like nanometre
structures can be of significant benefits in solar cell
applications and further studies are needed to
investigate the complete growth mechanisms and the
interplay between CuO NWs, the underlining Cu2O
oxide layer and the copper substrate.
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